Purpose

Technique BOXDKEY sets the data type codes of the grid point hydrologic data types displayed on a grid-box background with Technique BOXDUMP by Function MARO.

Technique BOXDUMP [Hyperlink] must also be specified for Technique BOXDKEY to work.

Valid values are NO (0) and YES (1).

The Global default is NO (0).

This Technique is Universal.

The Arguments to Technique BOXDKEY are the 4 character data type codes of the hydrologic data types.

There are no default values for the Arguments.

Form of Input

BOXDKEY(integer) codes

where integer is either a 0 or 1 specifying whether Technique BOXDKEY is off or on
codes are the 4 character data type codes for the hydrologic data types to be displayed on a grid-box background

Example

BOXDKEY PG24 APIG

Grid box output will be printed for data types PG24 and APIG.